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ABSTRACT
The stability problem of an Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing
(eVTOL) aircraft with flexible frame is investigated in this paper. A
spring damping model is adopted to describe the deformation of the
frame of eVTOL, where modeling and parameter uncertainties are
considered. Based on the L1 output feedback algorithm, an adaptive
controller is proposed to augment the stability of the eVTOL system.
Numerical simulation is conducted to illustrate the effectiveness
and feasibility of the theoretical results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Because of its good maneuverability and stability, eVTOL has grad-
ually attracted extensive attention from international scholars [1].
Among them, four-rotor, six-rotor and other rotor configurations
have been widely used in many fields, such as aerial photography
[2], logistics [3], pesticide spraying [4] and high-altitude unmanned
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reconnaissance [5], due to their advantages of simple structure, sta-
bility and reliability. However, research in the field of aircraft has
focused on small eVTOL. With the development of unmanned fly-
ing technology, requirements for the carrying capacity of eVTOL
become higher and higher. Therefore, large unmanned aerial vehi-
cles such as EHANG 184 [6] and Joby Aviation’s Joby S4 [7], which
can realize heavy-duty or manned flight, have gradually become a
hot research topic.

Compared to small eVTOL, large eVTOL need to be more in-
depth researched in terms of the lifting load requirements, light-
weight design, and structural rigidity. In [8] the authors designed
and optimized the rotor airfoil from the perspective of aerodynamic
optimization. Effects of stall delay and blade flexibility on perfor-
mance are also studied. The blade structure was designed from
the perspective of blade inertial and structural properties [9]. By
using the method of comprehensive analysis, the performance was
optimized in order to get the optimum twist, collective, tip speed,
and taper. A novel design methodology was presented by Ong. W.
et al. [10] for multirotor eVTOL to solve the problems in the design
process of vehicles with heavy lifting capabilities. The coaxial rotor
systems that exhibit the best thrust-to-volume ratio for eVTOL
operation in an urban environment were included in their work to
extend existing design methodologies.

At present, researches on large eVTOL mainly focused on op-
timization of the propeller based on aerodynamics and blade de-
sign, and the various indicators of eVTOL were achieved from the
structural design. No analysis or research was conducted from the
perspective of eVTOL frame deformation.

Concerned with the deformation of the eVTOL frame, the X-
MORF Quadrotor provided a structure which was composed of two
independent arms [11]. It changes the geometry of the drone by ad-
justing the angle between the arms. The Model Reference Adaptive
Control (MRAC) was used to address the uncertainties about inertia
and center of mass caused by the active deformation structure of the
quadrotor. The results showed that the controller has good stability
and attitude tracking performances. An eVTOL was designed in
ref. [12], which uses a four-link mechanism with revolute flexible
joints as a support frame. It achieved controllability and flexibility
at the same time. When the eVTOL frame deformed due to the
collision with external objects, it has good robustness merely by
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Figure 1: Force Deformation Diagram of a Single Arm.

the control of closed-loop PI. Harbin Institute of Technology in [13]
had developed a miniature variable quadcopter that can be worn
on the wrist. By simplifying the flexible frame to a cantilever beam,
a dynamic model of the eVTOL was established. A PID controller
has been designed to control attitude. The results showed that the
controller can realize attitude tracking, but there is still room for
improvement in tracking performance.

The large eVTOL with flexible frame generates deformation un-
der the lifting force. The research of structural design may not
be directly extended to a more general case. Furthermore, the tra-
ditional PID controllers do not suitable to control the attitude of
eVTOL which possesses a flexible frame.
In this paper, in order to solve the problem of deformation of flexible
frame eVTOL, we treat the flexible frame as a spring damping
system to establish a dynamic model. And a controller based on the
L1 adaptive algorithm is designed to control the flight attitude of
the large eVTOL.
The main part of this paper is performed as follows. In section 2,
the comprehensive nonlinear model of the eVTOL is established.
In section 3, an output feedback L1 adaptive controller is designed.
In section 4, the numerical experiments results and analysis of the
proposed controller are carried out. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in section 5.

2 COMPREHENSIVE NONLINEAR MODELING
The vertical deformation of the frame will affect the flight stability
according to the stress condition during the flight of large eVTOL.
The comprehensive nonlinear model of the eVTOL is accomplished
through equaling the frame to a spring damping system as follows.

2.1 Modeling of a Single Arm
According to aerodynamics, the rotation of the propeller will gen-
erate lift force, which acts on the motor base. The torque force
generated by propeller rotation is acted on the body. It doesn’t
matter with whether the frame is flexible or rigid. Therefore, the in-
fluence of lift on the flexible frame needs to be considered only. The
mechanical model of the flexible frame can be approximated to the
cantilever beam model to obtain the bending angle and deflection
of the arm. As shown in Figure 1{

αb=FL
2/2EI

ωb = FL3
/
3EI (1)

Figure 2: Spring Damping Vibration System.

Where F is the lift force of the propeller, L is the arm length, EI is
the flexural rigidity of the arm, αb is the bending angle, ωb is the
deflection.

The flexible arm is not only concerned with the problem of force
deformation, but vibration is also important. As shown in Figure
2, it is equivalent to a spring damping system. The mechanical
vibration and deformation under force were combined to simulate
the flexibility of the arm due to the short of rigid.

The force condition of the power unit is obtained:

m Üx1(t) = F (t) −C[ Ûx1(t) − Ûx2(t)] − K[x1(t) − x2(t)] −mд (2)

Wherem is the mass of the power unit,M is the body quality,K is the
elastic coefficient,Cis the damping coefficient,F (t)is the lift force
produced by the power unit.

The force T (t) acts on the body is obtained:

T (t) = [C[ Ûx1(t) − Ûx2(t)] − K[x1(t) − x2(t)]] · cos[F (t)L2
/
2EI ] (3)

2.2 Modeling of the eVTOL with a Flexible
Frame

The spring damping model of the eVTOL is shown in Figure 3.
Where Ob − XbYbZb is the body coordinate system, Oe − exeyez
is the earth coordinate system.
For the following derivation, table 1 shows the description of the
parameters of the eVTOL.

According to Eq. 2), we can get:
m Üznb = Fn − K (znb − zb ) −C ( Ûznb − Ûzb ) −mд;
n = 1, 2, 3, 4 (4)

The rotation matrix between the body coordinate system and the
earth coordinate system can be derived as:

R =


cψ cϕ cψ sθ sϕ − cψ sϕ cψ sθ cϕ + sψ sϕ
sψ cθ sψ sθ sϕ + cψ sϕ cψ sθ cϕ − sψ cϕ
−sθ cθ sϕ cθ cϕ

 (5)

Where s∆ refers to sin∆ and c∆ refers to cos∆.The force condi-
tion of the body is obtained:

M


Üxe
Üye
Üze

 =
4∑

n=1
(K (znb − zb ) +C( Ûznb − Ûzb ))R3 cos[FnL2

/
2EI ] −


0
0
Mд

 −

Kx Ûxe
Ky Ûye
Kz Ûze


R3 =


cosψ sin θ cosϕ + sinψ sinϕ
cosψ sin θ cosϕ − sinψ cosϕ

cos θ cosϕ


(6)
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Table 1: Description of Various Parameters of Drone

Parameter Physical description unit

θ Pitch attitude angle rad
ϕ Roll attitude angle rad
ψ Yaw attitude angle rad
Fn ,n = 1, 2, 3, 4 Lift generated by the power unit N
znb ,n = 1, 2, 3, 4 Displacement of the end of the arm in the z-axis direction m
z Displacement of the body in the z-axis direction m
m Power unit quality kg
M Body mass kg
K Coefficient of elasticity /
C Damping coefficient /
L Arm length m

Figure 3: Diagram of Equivalent Quadrotor Model.

Where Kx ,Ky ,Kz are the coefficient of air resistance in the x-axis,
y-axis, z-axis direction, respectively.

When the attitude angle is changed at a small increment, accord-
ing to Euler’s rotation equation, the resultant external moment of
the eVTOL in the body coordinate system can be obtained as:

Mx = Ix Üϕ + Ûθ Ûψ
(
Iz − Iy

)
My = Iy Üθ + Ûϕ Ûψ (Ix − Iz )

Mz = Iz Üψ + Ûϕ Ûθ
(
Iy − Ix

) (7)

Where Mx ,My ,Mz are the total external moments in the x-axis,
y-axis, and z-axis directions, respectively, Ix , Iy , Iz are the moments
of inertia in the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis directions respectively.

Since the eVTOL system is a complex under-actuated system
with four inputs and six outputs, the four virtual control variables

are obtained:

U1 =
4∑

n=1
((K(znb − zb ) +C( Ûznb − Ûzb )) cos(FnL2

/
2EI ))

U2 = (K(z2b − zb ) +C( Ûz2b − Ûzb )) cos(F2L2
/
2EI )

− (K(z1b − zb ) +C( Ûz1b − Ûzb )) cos(F1L2
/
2EI )

U3 = (K(z3b − zb ) +C( Ûz3b − Ûzb )) cos(F3L2
/
2EI )

− (K(z4b − zb ) −C( Ûz4b − Ûzb )) cos(F4L2
/
2EI )

U4 = B(ω2
1 + ω

2
2 − ω

2
3 − ω

2
4)

(8)

Where U1is the controlled amount of drone ascent, U2 is the con-
trol amount of the drone’s pitch angle, U3is the control amount
of the drone’s roll angle, U4is the control amount of the drone’s
yaw angle,Bis the anti-torque proportional coefficient of the motor,
ωn (n = 1, 2, 3, 4)is the speed of each motor.

Therefore, the dynamic equation of the flexible frame eVTOL is
given as follows:

Üxe =

4∑
n=1

((K (znb−zb )+C( Ûznb−Ûzb )) cos(FnL2/2EI ))

M
·
cosψ sin θ cosϕ+sinψ sinϕ

M

Üye =

4∑
n=1

((K (znb−zb )+C( Ûznb−Ûzb )) cos(FnL2/2EI ))

M
·
cosψ sin θ cosϕ−sinψ cosϕ

M

Üze =

4∑
n=1

((K (znb−zb )+C( Ûznb−Ûzb )) cos(FnL2/2EI ))

M
·
cos θ cosϕ

M − д

Üznb =
Fn−K (znb−zb )−C( Ûznb−Ûzb )

m − д,n = 1, 2, 3, 4
Üϕ =

Ûθ Ûψ (Iz−Iy )
Ix −

L((K (z2b−zb )+C( Ûz2b−Ûzb )) cos(F2L2/2EI )
Ix

+
(K (z1b−zb )+C( Ûz1b−Ûzb )) cos(F1L2/2EI ))

Ix
Üθ =

Ûϕ Ûψ (Ix−Iz )
Iy −

L((K (z3b−zb )+C( Ûz3b−Ûzb )) cos(F3L2/2EI )
Iy

+
(K (z4b−zb )+C( Ûz4b−Ûzb )) cos(F4L2/2EI )

Iy

Üψ =
Ûϕ Ûθ (Iy−Ix )−LB(ω2

1+ω
2
2−ω

2
3−ω

2
4 )

Iz

(9)

3 ATTITUDE CONTROLLER DESIGN
Through the uncertainty analysis of the flexible frame eVTOL sys-
tem, the design of the controller is shown as follows.
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Figure 4: Schematic Diagram of System Uncertainty Struc-
ture.

Figure 5: Uncertainty Analysis Diagram for Controller De-
sign.

3.1 Uncertainty Analysis for Controller Design
The uncertainty of flexible frame eVTOL is comprised by matching
uncertainty and mismatching uncertainty. Matching uncertainty
mainly includes dynamic modeling error, system parameter error,
and system input error. The mismatching uncertainty is mainly
performed as the external disturbance of the system. Figure 4 shows
a schematic diagram of the two uncertainties in the system.

The flexible frame eVTOL model with uncertainty can be ex-
pressed as:{

Ûxa (t) = (Aa + ∆A)xa (t) + Ba (σa (t)ua (t) + θa (t)) + da (t)
ya (t) = Caxa (t)

(10)

Where ∆A is the system modeling and parameter error;σa (t) is the
system input error;θa (t) is the system identification error,da (t) is
the external disturbance of the system.

Through mathematical derivation, the system state parameter
error is converted to the system input error. The system disturbance
is considered as the input of new system.{

Ûxa (t) = Aaxa (t) + Ba (σa (t)ua (t) + Na (t)xa (t) + θa (t)) + da (t)
ya (t) = Caxa (t)

(11)
Where ∆A = BaNa (t).

A controller system model with uncertainties is obtained, as
shown in Figure 5

This article mainly focuses on the research about the flexibility of
the eVTOL frame, so the mismatching uncertainty is not considered
in the controller design process.

So the system model is gotten as follow:{
Ûxa (t) = Aaxa (t) + Ba (σa (t)ua (t) + Na (t)xa (t) + θa (t))
ya (t) = Caxa (t)

(12)

Figure 6: Schematic Diagram of the Control Model of the
Flexible Frame eVTOL.

3.2 Attitude Controller Design Based on L1
Adaptive Algorithm

Based on the results of uncertainty analysis, the main uncertainty
contained in the flexible frame eVTOL model is the system input
error. This section will design a controller based on the L1 adaptive
output feedback control algorithm.

As shown in Figure 6, the control system of this article is divided
into two parts. The inner loop is a time-varying uncertainty nominal
system which adapted the PID controller, and the outer loop is
an output feedback controller based on the L1 adaptive control
algorithm. The control problem of the flight attitude of the flexible
frame eVTOL is mainly reflected in the control of pitch or roll
channel (the two channels are similar), and it does not include the
control of yaw channel. So in this section, a single input single
output (SISO) control system is designed.

Consider closed-loop system:

ya (s) = Gn (s)(ua (s) + Ea (s)) (13)

Where ua (s)is the Laplace transform of the system’s input
signalua (t); ya (s)is the Laplace transform of the system’s output
signalya (t);Gn (s) is a single channel transfer function of the nom-
inal system of the inner loop;Ea (s) represents the system input
errorNa (t) xa (t), θa (t) in the nominal system.

According to Lipschitz continuity condition, we can get con-
tinuity assumption of system uncertainty. There exist constants
Li > 0andL0 > 0, such that:{

| f (t ,y1) − f (t ,y2)| ≤ L |y1 − y2 |
| f (t ,y)| ≤ L |y | + Lo

(14)

Where f is an unknown map; f (t ,y) is the time-varying nonlinear
uncertainties and disturbances.

3.2.1 Output Predictor. Defining ra (t) as a given bounded con-
tinuous reference input signal. The control objective is to design
an adaptive output feedback controller ua (t) in order that the sys-
tem output ya (t)tracks the reference input ra (t) according to the
required reference model GM (s).

From Eq. 13), we can get:{
y(s) = GM (s)(ua (s) + Er (s)),y(0) = 0
Er (s) =

(Gn (s)−GM (s))ua (s)+Gn (s)Ea (s)
GM (s)

(15)
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Eq. 15) is rewritten into the standard state space form:{
Ûx(t) = AMx(t) + BM (ua (t) + Er (t))
y(t) = CMx(t)

(16)

Where (AM ,BM ,CM )is a minimal realization ofGM .For the closed-
loop system given by Eq. 16), we can get the output predictor:{

Û̂x(t) = AM x̂(t) + BM (ua (t) + Êr (t))
ŷ(t) = CM x̂(t)

(17)

3.2.2 Adaptation Law. AM is a Hurwitz matrix. According to the
theory set forth in article[14] and its algebraic Lyapunov equation:{∃QM = Q

T
M ∈ RnM×nM

ATMQM +QAM = InM×nM
(18)

Where nM is the order of the reference systemAM .


ΛM =

[
CM

TM
√
QM

]
TM (

CM√
QM

)T = 0
(19)

Where the real matrix ΛM ∈ RnM×nM , the real matrix TM is the
null space of (CM /

√
QM )T .

Define the error between the predicted value and the measured
value as:

ỹ(t) = ŷ(t) − y(t) (20)

Based on Eq. 18) (19) (20), we get the adaptation laws:


Êr (t) = Êr (iTs ), t ∈ [iTs , (i + 1)Ts ]
Êr (iTs ) = −Φ−1(Ts )ur (iTs ), i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
Φ(Ts ) =

∫ Ts
0 eΛMAMΛ−1

M (Ts−t )ΛMdt

ur (iTs ) = eΛMAMΛ−1
MTs ỹ(iTs )

(21)

3.2.3 Control Law. Based on Eq. 19) (21), the control signal is
defined as:

ua (s) = C (s) ra (s)

−
C(s)

CM
(
sInM ×nM −AM

)−1
BM

CM
(
sInM×nM −AM

)−1⌢
E r (s) (22)

WhereC(s) is the low pass filter, according to the theory proposed
in article[15], it follows the rules as listed:{

Gc (s) =
Gn (s)GM (s)

C(s)Gn (s)+(InM ×nM −C(s))GM (s)
∥Gc (s)(1 −C(s)∥L1L < 1

(23)

Where ∥ ∗ ∥L1 represents the L1-norm of the corresponding
system,L = [L1,L2, · · ·L3]T is the set vector of the constant L in
the continuity assumption of the system uncertainty described by
Eq. 14).

Figure 7: The Attitude Response of the Rigid Frame and the
Flexible Frame under the Control of Traditional PID Con-
troller.

So far, the L1 adaptive output feedback controller of the nominal
closed-loop system is shown as follow:

{⌢

Ûx (t) = AM
⌢
x (t) + BM

(
ua (t) +

⌢

E r (t)
)

⌢
y (t) = CM

⌢
x (t)

⌢

E r (t) =
⌢

E r (iTs ) , t ∈ [iTs , (i + 1)Ts ]
⌢

E r (iTs ) = −Φ−1 (Ts )ur (iTs ) , i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
Φ (Ts ) =

∫ Ts
0 e∧MAM∧−1

M (Ts−t )∧Mdt

ur (iTs ) = e∧MAM∧−1
MTs ỹ (iTs )

ua (s) = C (s) ra (s)

−
C(s)

CM
(
sInM ×nM −AM

)−1
BM

CM
(
sInM×nM −AM

)−1⌢
E r (s)

(24)

4 SIMULATION VERIFICATION AND
ANALYSIS

In this section, we adopted the traditional PID controller to carry
out control simulation of the rigid-body and the flexible frame
eVTOL respectively, and the simulation of the flexible frame eVTOL
controlled by L1 adaptive output feedback controller is conducted
as well. The simulation results are compared and analyzed. As
mentioned above, the simulation results showed the response of
the pitch/roll channel only.

4.1 The Attitude Control of the Frame Flexible
eVTOL by PID Controller

As shown in Figure 7, the traditional PID controller is adopted, and
the reference signals are 20 degree step signal and sinusoidal signal
respectively. The adjustment time of response curve of the rigid
frame is less than 2 seconds. There is no overshoot and no steady-
state error. It has good tracking performance in this condition.
But, the response curve of the flexible frame oscillates near the
reference curve, the adjustment time is relatively large, and there
are overshoot and steady-state errors. The tracking performance is
obviously relatively poor.

So the traditional PID controller has poor performance on con-
trolling of the eVTOL with a flexible frame, and we need a more
advanced controller.

4.2 Control Effect of L1 Adaptive Controller
As shown in Figure 7, when the system includes dynamic modeling
error and system parameter errors, the traditional PID controller
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Figure 8: The Attitude Response of the Flexible Frame under
the Traditional PID Controller and the L1 Adaptive Output
Feedback Controller.

can track the reference signal, but the response curve has obvious
oscillation, and the oscillation amplitude is in the range of 10%-20%
compared with the reference signal. There are obvious steady-state
errors. The L1 adaptive output feedback controller can track the
reference signal. Compared with the traditional PID controller,
the oscillation amplitude is less than 5%, and adjustment time is
obviously reduced. The steady-state errors are eliminated. And the
tracking effect is obviously improved.

Therefore, The L1 adaptive output feedback controller is more
suitable for controlling the eVTOL with a flexible frame.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic model was constructed to describe the
dynamics of the eVTOL by treating the flexible frame as a spring
damping system, and modeling error and parameter error of the eV-
TOL were considered. On the basis of the proposed dynamic model,
the L1 adaptive output feedback controller was designed to stabilize
the eVTOL subject to flexible frame. Simulation results showed that
compared to the traditional PID controller, our proposed controller
gained advantages in terms of eliminating the steady-state error,
attenuating the oscillation amplitude and significantly reducing the
adjustment time.
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